1
very long lectures, lots of material. it was a lot to take in. Almost too much info.
2
This was the best com class I've taken at Ohio State, not because of the content but because Ray cared so much for students and was so helpful in the class. He made the content interesting and relevant to everyday life as well as understandable.
3
10 out of 10. I was not looking forward to taking this course but it has become one of my favorite classes because of Professor Pingree. He is a great professor. He genuinely cares about his students and I've never had a professor who genuinley pushes his students to think of the answers.
4
Should post the notes ahead of time. Some people are in class or at work when the lecture slides are posted.
5
One very dumb rule in this class is the in class activities. One day I had a doctors appointment and had to leave early, but was here for the activity.  I didn't get credit for the activity because I had to leave 20 minutes early. THIS IS ENCOURAGING PEOPLE NOT TO COME TO CLASS!!!
6
I really enjoyed this class specifically because of the effort and care that Prof. Pingree displayed every class.  He was passionate about the material and this showed in how he presented it.  The class was very informative and he made complex work scenarios and organizations easy to understand through personal examples and class participation.
7
Ray was overall an excellent instructor although I do believe he might have gotten caught up in the moment making up his own examples to apply to his lectures.  Those examples weren't always clear.  I learned a lot from him and one can tell he is extremely passionate about the subject.  I wish there were more oppurtunities for papers with this course but given the course is over fifty students I understand.  There were lots of extra credit oppurtunities and one can appreciate that.  Overall great instructor.
8
He said too fast sometimes that make me feel sleepy.
i hope he could speak slower
9
Honestly one of my favorite professors at OSU. I love the way he organized his content and made it easy to understand the material. My ONLY complaint is that I bought a book that I didn't open once. Ray is a superb teacher and his lectures were perfectly structured, so I really didn't need to refer to the book. I love that he rewards students for coming to class, and I really didn't see it as a chore to attend. However, postel hall is a pain. Give this man a better location.
10
Ray is a very cool professor who seems really interested in teaching, and always tried his hardest to make even the most boring information interesting. I loved his "office" video clips. The only recommendation I have is to maybe make his power point slides a little more interesting to look out, instead of all formatted the same. Other than that, I've really enjoyed having Ray as a professor!
11
he was a great teacher, made it interesting. i really enjoyed his class!
12
This class felt a little like it was stretched in order to fill a full quarter. I didn't feel like there was enough material for the class, so some material we learned didn't feel like it was anything new, a lot of it was common sense. I also wish the instructor had posted lecture slides/notes to Carmen earlier than an hour before class. I'm a commuter student and left an hour and fifteen minutes before class and was never able to print out the notes to take along with me.
13
The Professor always seemed very prepared and knowledgable about the subject being taught and made the class feel equal to the instructor. I am highly dissapointed though that the class slides were only posted within one hour before class. This made it very inconveinent for me. Typically in other classes they are posted 24 hours in advance so you have time to print them off and review prior to the class so the material makes better sense during the lecture. Also I find it better to write my own notes on the slides I print off instead of doing it on my laptop. I am a career professional and was always rushed leaving the office because I would have to wait for the slides to be posted,print them, rush to campus, park and then walk nearly 1 mile to class. Not the way I conduct my business in the working world nor the way I prefer to operate when trying to enhance my education. Overall I feel that Raymond sincerelly taught the course well.

Greg Holcomb
P.S. Professor Pingree, thanks for teaching me how to write a criticism sandwich :)
14
Dr. Pingree was a great instructor who used real world examples to connect the concepts in class with the practice in an organization. He was open to student questions and made the material and effort required especially appropriate for a 325 level class. Great job!
15
I love having the powerpoints, don't get me wrong... but I feel that I would get more out of the class and be more willing to come if I had to fill in some of the notes. It would make me pay attention more, and feel as if he wasn't just reading off the slides himself...
16
Lectures could get boring at times due to the heavy amount of topics but overall Ray made the material interesting and related it very well so everyone could understand. I really did learn a great deal from this class and am very glad i took this class!
17
I really thought that you were a great professor... However, your lectures were boring. I couldn't keep myself focused and noticed myself not listening. I think that your lectures were often longer than they needed to be, and they made me antsy to leave the room. I also did not like the inclusion of all the computer programming references at the end of the quarter. I understand that that's what you know best, but I don't see it very applicable to my life or organizational communication. Thanks!
18
He couldn't help the fact that, the material is boring.
19
Ray was a great teacher. The class was so long but he found ways to keep students interested. My favorite part of class was doing the in class activities because we usually got to watch a fun clip or talk to other students to do the activity. Ray was clearly interested in teaching and seemed to care if we did well or not in the class and actually knew the material. Overall Ray was the best professor I have had yet in the school of Comm.
20
Reading word for word off the ppts, did not prepare me for the exam.
Having limited extra credit was a not fair due to the hard the test were and the questions were not well worded or formed.
21
Ray was a pretty good teacher. The class offers very useful information on how to handle the working life. It was pretty dry material though. I felt very bored sometimes. Ray was too quiet, he should use a microphone. I struggled to understand a lot of the concepts. He should try to explain things with examples in the job life. He uses clips from the Office but sometimes i have no idea how the clips relate to the topic because i struggle to follow him. If he first showed the clips then explained what was going on after, it could help me learn it better. But he was very nice, he admitted that his exam writing needed work, and his first exam was only 15% of the grade, and it worked out perfectly for me because i got a B on the first exam then almost perfect A on the 2nd exam. I only need a B- on the final exam to get the A+ in the class, and thats with missing a number of lectures (something hes very fair and lenient with). The class overall was fairly boring, but it did have cool info and taught me about whats going on in my own work environments, and despite some confusing info, i still did well on the exams. I would reccommend him to others.
22
I really liked having him as my professor. He organized the subject matter in a very clear way (but sometimes the organization could get repetitive). He was always open to answering questions and encouraged students to think for themselves and apply what they learned in class, specifically during the lecture activities. His personal experiences were extremely helpful and proved that what I was learning was applicable to the work world. I learned a lot from him and would definitely recommend him to someone needing to take Comm 325.
23
You were a good instructor, and this is nothing against you but that was the most worthless class I have taken at OSU. I learned nothing from this class that I did not already learn from taking my Business HR class for my minor. You honestly tried to make the worst class at OSU bearable (way to go with Office clips) but my god, what a waste of my time. Thanks for trying, I hope you get to teach something else.

